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ABSTRACT:
The Boston University Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Team (BU UAV TEAM) will
compete in the 2013 International Aerial Robotics Competition (IARC) with a custom
built quadrotor that is capable to traversing through narrow corridors of an unknown
building using Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithms. While
exploring, the vehicle uses image recognition program to identify the assistive Arabic
signs and the flash drive. Ultimately, a passive retrieval mechanism consist adhesive and
magnet secures the flash drive and releases a decoy through mechanical levers. Include
returning, all mission shall be completed within ten minutes limit.
1. INTRODUCTION:
This document present the system Boston University Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Team
has designed and implanted for the 2013 International Aerial Robotics Competition,
which will be held in Grand Forks, North Dakota from August 5 to August 8.
1.1 Statement of the problem:
The goal of the 2013 IARC competition is to create a small aerial robot capable of fully
autonomous flight through a confined environment. The mission itself is composed of a
multitude of parts that test the ability of a UAV to avoid obstacles, locate key objectives,
and retrieve said objectives (in this case, a flash drive). Overall, the mission can be
divided into four stages. Stage 1 tests the UAV’s ability to locate and travel through a
window while being able to ascertain when it is safe to do so. Stage 2 tests the UAV’s
object avoidance ability as well as its mapping and search algorithm for finding the flash
drive. Stage 3 of the mission tests the UAV’s ability to retrieve the flash drive and leave a
fake in its place. The final Stage of the mission tests the UAV’s ability to locate the exit
as soon as possible and land at a predetermined location.
1.2 Conceptual solution to solve the problem:
The Boston University UAV TEAM has developed an autonomous aerial vehicle system
that is able to explore indoor environment without GPS. The system utilizes a quadrotor
platform and incorporates a vertical facing RGB camera, a laser range finder (LIDAR), a
RGB-D camera (Microsoft Kinect), and an ultrasonic sensor. The vertical facing camera

and Kinect’s front facing RGB camera feed video stream to object recognition software
that will recognize the blue LED, posted Arabic sign and flash drive to assist navigation
and flash drive retrieval maneuvers. LIDAR will feed distance and angle measurements
of obstacles around the quadrotor to perform and aid Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM). Path planning software uses the SLAM data to guide the vehicle to
explore frontier effectively for searching Arabic sign or flash drive. Kinect’s depth data
will be used to assist entrance, front obstacle avoidance, and determine the height for
altitude stabilization along with the ultrasonic sensor. The retrieval mechanism will
collect the flash drive with a magnet and adhesive while releasing the decoy using
mechanical levers.
BU UAV hardware architecture:

System Engineering Diagram:

1.3 Yearly Milestones:
This is our first year participating in the IARC. The BU UAV TEAM aims to develop a
robust indoor UAV system that’s able to adapt to various indoor missions and complete
IARC’s all required mission.
2. AIR VEHICLE
We decided to build a quadrotor because of its flexibility, stability, maneuverability, and
affordability. In addition, there exists a multitude of well-developed open-source stable
control systems for this particular platform. The BU UAV TEAM quadrotor weighs
approximately 1.49kg and spans 22.2 inches in width. Carbon fiber plates and Hexagonal
carbon fiber frames are processed using state of the art CNC machine and Laser cutter.
3D printer was used to manufacture flash drive retrieval and dropping mechanics.

CAD model over view

Partial assembly

2.1 Propulsion and Lift System:
Four-10x4.7 blades lift the quadrotor; the brushless motors Hyperion ZS2213-18 are
attached to a 30A Turnigy ESC. These motors were chosen for their high lift capacity.
Although this parameter is not crucial in the actual competition, we chose these motors so
that it can lift additional weight due to redundant safety equipment and a larger battery
during the research and development stage.
2.2 Guidance, Nav, and Control:
In the attempts of hovering, Openpilot CC3D alone can accurately maintain the vehicle’s
roll and pitch; however, it cannot accurately maintain the vehicle’s x, y, z position and
has trouble with yaw. We will keep relying on the inertial measurement unit that is on the
CC3D to stabilize the vehicle’s roll and pitch. Along with Maxbotix ultrasonic sensor, we
also use Kinect’s depth data to calculate the altitude by detecting the floor to stabilize the
vehicle’s z position. LIDAR will assist maneuvering in x, y direction and yaw through
SLAM software. The SLAM software generates a 2 dimensional occupancy grid map and
locates the vehicle’s relative position. Through the map, the vehicle will maintain a
minimum distance away from obstacles to avoid collision. Kinect’s depth data will also
be used to reinforce the LIDAR for frontal obstacle avoidance.
2.3 Stability Augmentation System:
The inner loops of the quadrotor stability control loops is done by Openpilot, however the
IMU is not accurate enough to keep the vehicle from drifting in x, y, z direction. The
Maxbotix MB1330 ultrasonic sensor is specifically picked for its beam pattern, this

sensor proved both high noise tolerance and sufficient sensitivity. Starmac-ros-package
is used to implement floor detection and height measurement. Kinect and ultrasonic
sensor together give more accurate altitude measurement, thus offset the drift in z
direction.
2.4 Navigation:
The vehicle will follow SLAM path by default, but switch to tracking flash drive or sign
when they are recognized. The vehicle’s current state and the occupancy grid map that is
created by SLAM determine it’s navigational behavior. To construct the occupancy grid
map, areas near walls and obstacles receive low values while areas near unexplored
territory receive high values. This way, the vehicle will be drawn to the frontiers and
eventually will map the entire compound. Should one of the camera sensors detect a
mission element such as the sign, the vehicle will focus on exploring beyond the general
area of the sign until it spots the flash drive
2.5 Flight Termination System:
The flight termination system will be made using the kill switch kit supplied by the IARC
organization. The switch is composed of 3 NMOS FETs. The flight termination system is
powered through the onboard batteries and when closed, allows uninterrupted flow of
electricity from the batteries to the motors. We use XBEE as the independent receiver to
connect the switch and open it if it receives a kill signal.
3. PAYLOAD
3.1 Sensor Suite:
3.1.1 GNC Sensors:
Sensors responsible for guidance and navigational control include the Hokuyo LIDAR,
Kinect, and Openpilot board. The Openpilot board keeps the UAV stable while it
traverses through the environment constrained within safety parameters set by SLAM.
The Kinect detects additional obstacles that the LIDAR cannot detect. The ultrasonic
sensor helps ensure that the vehicle maintains a set height.
3.1.2 Mission Sensors:
Sensors responsible for detecting target objects include the Kinect’s RGB camera and the
vertical facing camera. Using dual band mini PCI Wi-Fi adapter (450Mbps), the atom
board streams live video collected from these two cameras back to the ground control
station to determine if target objects is within sight.
3.1.3 Target Identification:
Kinect’s RGB camera and the vertical facing camera are constantly scanning for mission
elements such as the sign and flash drive. One powerful image recognition algorithm that
can be used to achieve detection and tracking is OpenTLD that stands for “tracking,
learning and detecting”, this method is developed by Zdenek Kalal, a Czechish student
from University of Surrey. This method can simultaneously track a selected object, learns
its appearance and detects its position. OpenTLD is a very flexible object recognition
system, which may potentially allow UAV to quickly adapt to new targeting objects if

mission demands. Since source code of OpenTLD is published under the terms of the
GNU General Public License, also due to non-profit nature of the competition, a C++
implementation of OpenTLD, brought by Georg Nebehay, is modified and used to
improve mission successfulness. The image below shows a test run of the OpenTLD
algorithm. Despite receiving video from a low resolution camera, the TLD algorithm was
still able to track the sign’s position and size with high confidence (average 70%) while
maintaining an average 30 fps, proving it may be more suitable than optical character
recognition (OCR) or Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm.

The vehicle will be exposed to the targeting objects preflight, so that OpenTLD may
learn what they will look like from all possible orientations. Once that is completed, it
will be saved into a configuration file. During the mission, ground control station will
running three OpenTLDs, all loaded with the previously saved configuration files,
simultaneously. The first and second OpenTLD monitors Kinect’s RGB camera video
feed. One looks for the doorplate while the other looks for the flash drive. The third
OpenTLD monitors the vertical facing camera video feed for flash drive. Once the target
has been identified, the UAV will focus upon it and attempt to get closer while
maintaining target locked. Should target lock fail, the UAV will attempt to return to its
last known state when it still held target lock and attempt a different avenue of approach.
Once the third OpenTLD helps maneuver the UAV directly above the flash drive, the
vehicle will proceed to retrieve the flash drive.
3.1.4 Threat Avoidance:
Walls are the primary threat during the exploration of an unknown indoor compound.
Using the 2 dimensional occupancy grid map that SLAM provided, the vehicle’s travel
through an optimal path, which keeps a minimum distance away from walls and
obstacles. The UAV will keep exploring the environment until it finds a target object or
there are no more frontiers left. As the occupancy grid map is only 2 dimensional, any
obstacle that is shorter than a certain height will not be recorded in the SLAM process.

Closely passing over such obstacles can severely threaten the vehicle’s stability either
through tricking the ultrasonic sensors to believe the UAV is much lower than it really is
or through turbulence caused by sudden ground effects. To avoid this scenario, a
simplified point cloud map to detect any obstacles in front of the aircraft will be
employed using the Kinect’s depth sensor. The Starmac-ros-package created by UC
Berkeley Hybrid Systems Lab can be used to implement the above idea.
A screenshot of the Starmac-ros-package in action is included below.

3.2 Communications:
Since the vehicle has very limited onboard processing power, all computationally
expensive operations are moved to the ground control station through 5GHz Wi-Fi.
Visual data is streamed to the GCS using the Lightweight Communications and
Marshalling (LCM) protocol, which allows for low latency multi-process communication
between the UAV and GCS.
3.3 Power Management System:
The vehicle will be powered by a 5000mA-hr lithium polymer (LiPo) battery. Power
from the battery is connected to a kill switch, which is connected to the power
distribution hub. One Mini DC-DC Voltage Stabilizer and Four ESCs are connected to
the hub. The voltage stabilizer delivers stable power to the Intel atom board, Kinect and
LIDAR.
4. OPERATIONS
4.1 Flight Preparations:
Due to the complexity of the UAV, additional steps must be made to ensure that the UAV
is ready to fly. First, a check must be done to confirm that all components are undamaged
and connected properly. This is to ensure that the UAV will not fail from a wire coming
loose during the flight. The next step is to check the battery to ensure that the UAV can
operate for at least 12-minutes. The last step is the test the kill switch and ensures that it
is operational. If the vehicle passes these three tests, it is safe to fly. A pre-run test flight
will also be executed to check the mission readiness of the UAV. By testing the UAV
functions on a smaller scale, a better idea of what needs improvement or fixing is
obtained.
Below is an example of a checklist that may be used for flight preparations done by the
team

1.
2.
3.
4.

Table of parts; are they all undamaged and connected securely?
Is the battery fully charged?
Is the kill switch operational?
Was the pre run test flight successful?
a. Were all the TLD software models successfully loaded?
b. Can the UAV detect images of the sign and flash drive?
c. Is the vehicle communicating with the command center?
i.
Is the command center receiving data from the vehicle’s two
cameras, LIDAR, Kinect, and ultrasonic sensor?
ii.
Is the UAV responding correctly to the return data issued from the
command center?
d. Is the retrieval and drop mechanism working correctly?

4.2 Man/Machine Interface:
Once the vehicle is correctly connected to the wireless network, we will use SSH to
remotely control the onboard system. We can configure the vehicle to fly autonomously
or manually. An Xbox game controller is used to manually fly the vehicle. Video streams
from 2 cameras, a 2-D map, and a point cloud stream from Kinect will be displayed on
the screen for flight monitoring.
5. RISK REDUCTION
5.1 Shock/Vibration Isolation:
The carbon fiber frame greatly reduced the concerns from vibrational effect. Sensitive
component such as the Openpilot CC3D board (IMU) are attached to the main frame with
rubber washers. Memory foam is used to join the Flexible carbon fiber landing gears to
the main frame, which serves as an over damped dampers. This will help prevent
unwanted bouncing when landing. Laser-cut acrylic motor mounting brackets also act as
fail-safe points during collision. The brittle acrylic mounts will snap and disperse the
energy to prevent serious damage to the motor or the frame.
5.2 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)/Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
Solutions:
We have investigated using analog video transmission to stream video and found that the
EMI from the vehicle and environment can impose a great influence on the quality of the
video. Switching to digital wireless transmission eliminates that problem. With great
performance, the Linksys E4200v2 dual band router and mini PCI dual band Wi-Fi
adapter (450Mbps) on the atom board are used to establish 5GHz WI-FI connection,
which satisfies both our need for bandwidth and coverage.
Radio Frequency Interference may seriously influence wireless connection’s stability,
and ultimately jeopardizes the whole mission. It is expected that there will be multiple
5GHz WI-FI routers in the competition arena. Before flight, we will scan the 5GHz WIFI to find the channel that has the least overlap with any other channel. Additionally,
depending on the local performance of the router in the arena, we may deploy addition
signal repeaters to amplify the signal.

5.3 Safety:
Safety is always our utmost priority. The listed safety measures are implemented during
testing and development. Although some of the protection mechanisms may add too
much weight, the control system should be improved sufficiently to effectively avoid
obstacles during the competition.
1. All personnel must remain behind safety net during any flight
2. A lightweight fence guard created by tightened heavy-duty fishing line encloses the
UAV to prevent propellers from colliding with the environment.
3. Before every flight, Openpilot requires an unarming procedure to prevent accidental
propeller spin.
4. An independently controlled kill switch that can cut of the power to the UAV instantly.
5. The foam padding on the top of the Hokuyo LIDAR protects the sensor in case of
accidental flipping.
5.4 Modeling and Simulation:
3D models of the UAV were produced using Solidworks. Part files were exported to
allow fabrication of parts via a CNC mill and laser cutter. Minor simulations were done
using COMSOL to understand the effects of stress on the shape of the rods used to make
the cross frame. To simulate data link, we streamed between virtual machines on virtual
network.
The 3D modeling is the passive retrieval mechanism, the bottom plate will consist
adhesive and magnet to secures the flash drive. The simulation below illustrates the
movement of the mechanical lever releasing the decoy when the bottom plate has been
pressed.

Stand by loaded with decoy

Releasing the decoy when triggered

5.5 Testing:
During data link testing, we streamed between computers on local network. While our
connections were successful, they suffered from high delays. We hope to reduce the lag
in the data feed to real time by the time of the competition. While testing OpenTLD, we
tried to run the program with various Operating Systems. We have found out that in order
to let multiple OpenTLD to access one video stream on Linux, Webcam Studio must first
be used to create virtual cameras, which allows multiple OpenTLDs using the same
webcam. With this feature, OpenTLDs on flight would be able to search three objects
with the only two cameras installed on the flight.
6. CONCLUSION:
Through careful research, study, development and integration of existing mature
algorithms, libraries and equipment, the overall system the BU UAV TEAM designed to
meet IARC’s challenges is theoretically sound. Although we are yet in the final stage of
completing full implementation, the vehicle will ultimately prove to be capable of flying
stably, tracking correctly, navigating effectively, and completing the mission
successfully.
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